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Results
TMPRSS2 Gene Map and Models
The NCBI Genome Viewer provided that TMPRSS2 (Gene ID: 7113) is located on
21q22.3 and contains 14 exons (NCBI, 2014). The gene’s promoter is 1,393 nucleotides long
(41,507,255-41,508,648), containing a cis regulatory region of 27 nucleotides (41,508,25041,508,276), and is located next to an enhancer region of 1,008 nucleotides (41,508,12841,509,135) (Figure 1). The 14 exons undergo alternative splicing to form 3 different isoforms.
Isoform 3 is made from a 3200 bp sequence of mRNA and its final protein is 498 amino acids in
length (Figure 1). This isoform is not well studied and therefore its function and structure is not
well understood (NCBI, 2014). Isoform 2 is spliced from a 3450 base pair sequence of mRNA
with a final protein length of 492 amino acids, and a literature review revealed that it plays a role
in activating human respiratory viruses through proteolytic cleavage to activate glycoproteins
(Figure 1, Thunders et al.,2020) . It is known to cleave the hemagglutinin glycoprotein necessary
for influenza A activation as well as the spike protein that is crucial for cell entry of SARS-CoV
and MERS-CoV (Zmora et al.,2015).
Isoform 1 is composed of 529 amino acids and is spliced from an mRNA sequence of
3250 base pairs. It is structurally similar to isoform 2 and they contain the same transmembrane
and extracellular domains including the domain of unknown function (44 bp-91 bp), the low
density lipoprotein receptor class A domain (150 bp-185 bp), the scavenger receptor
cysteine-rich domain (190 bp-283 bp), and the trypsin-like serine protease domain (293 bp-524
bp) (Figure 1, Thunders et al.,2020). TMPRSS2 is understood to be activated by cleavage
between its protease domain and the rest of the protein, which causes the protease domain to
transform into the active state in a process known as autocatalytic activation (Zmora et al.,2015).
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Isoform 1 and 2 undergo autocatalytic activation in the same way, however the specificity of the
initial cleavage may differ between the two isoforms due to the additional 37 amino acids present
in the N terminus of the cytoplasmic domain of isoform 1. The additional 37 amino acids present
in isoform 1 are what mainly distinguish it from isoform 2, as after cleavage isoform 2 has only
one N-terminus fragment whereas isoform 2 has two fragments (Zmora et al.,2015).
Isoform 1 has been observed to activate Influenza A, SARS-CoV, and MERS-CoV
through proteolytic cleavage of the same glycoproteins that isoform 2 cleaves (Thunders et al.,
Zmora et al.,2015). Such findings may be largely due to the similarities that these isoforms share
in structure. Given the potential role that isoform 1 and 2 play in activating viral expression,
these isoforms were of interest in which relevant SNPs that could alter its structure and binding
interactions were searched.
Models of TMPRSS2 generated by various modelling softwares provided insight into the
general structure of the protein as a reference point for the subsequent models of TMPRSS2
SNPs to be compared to. There were slight variations in the presentations of the proteins in each
software, specifically in the number of alpha helices and beta sheets. Swiss-Model provided a
model that consisted of 11 helices and 20 beta sheets, while I-TASSER cited only 4 helices and
17 beta sheets in its model (Figure 2,3). HHPred’s model was slightly more similar to that of
Swiss-Model, as their model of TMPRSS2 presented 6 helices and 20 beta sheets (Figure 4). The
model produced by Raptor-X was composed of 16 alpha helices and 15 beta sheets (Figure 5).
The differences in the structure of TMPRSS2 is likely due to the differences in the ways
that each software constructed its model. Swiss-Model and HHPred both form models based on
homology, using templates of proteins that are homologous to the target sequence. The serine
protease Hepsin displayed 33.62% homology to TMPRSS2 and therefore was utilized as the
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template sequence for the structural model by both softwares (Waterhouse et al., 2018). This
likely explains why these models produced more similar models of TMPRSS2, specifically with
the same number of beta sheets (Figure 2,3).
I-TASSEER develops structural models using standard threading, which utilizes known
protein templates that display a similar fold to the target protein. It refines its generated model by
creating the lowest free-energy conformation and compares the final model to functional
templates of similar proteins (Yang et al., 2015). Raptor-X relies on a similar template-based
modeling methodology, however it uses some unique threading techniques to better predict
proteins with no close homologs. Firstly, the software generates a profile entropy score for each
of the unique homologs that could serve as a template for the target protein in order to determine
the quality of each sequence. They then use conditional random fields, which allow for
biological signals not utilized by any other protein modelling software to impact their non-linear
threading score (Källberg et al.,2020). Lastly, their multiple template threading procedure allows
multiple models of the target protein to be generated from different template sequences. This
procedure can improve the overall accuracy of the generated models by correcting errors in
alignments (Källberg et al., 2020). While homology modeling is a standard approach to
generating protein structures, the techniques utilized by Raptor-X can be more useful for proteins
that do not have a closely-related homolog. Given that the closest homolog to TMPRSS2, hepsin,
displayed relatively low homology, Raptor-X may provide a more accurate structural prediction
using its distance-based protein folding.
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Figure 1. Gene Map of TMPRSS2 located on 21q22.3 from 41,464,305 bp - 41,508,158 bp with
14 labeled exons. On the DNA sequence, the gene’s promoter is from 41,507,255 bp -41,508,648
bp. The cis regulatory region is from 41,508,250 bp - 41,508,276 bp. The enhancer region is
from 41,508,128 bp - 41,509,135 bp. On Isoform 1 and 2, The Domain of Unknown Function
(DUF3824) is 48 amino acids long at 44-91 bp.The Low Density Lipoprotein Receptor Class A
(LDLa) domain is 36 amino acids long at 150 bp-185 bp. The Scavenger receptor cysteine-rich
(SRCR_2) domain is 90 amino acids long at 190-283 bp. The Trypsin-like serine protease
(Tryp_SPc) domain is 232 amino acids long at 293-524 bp. Isoform 2 is distinguished from
isoform 1 by the 27 extra amino acids that are present in the N-terminus of isoform 1. Isoform 3
is not well studied and its domains have not been characterized.
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Figure 2. 3D models of TMPRSS2 using Swiss-Model (a) space filling model (b) ribbon model
(c) ribbon model rotated 180°
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Figure 3. 3D models of TMPRSS2 using I-TASSER (a) space filling model (b) ribbon model (c)
ribbon model rotated 180°
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Figure 4. 3D models of TMPRSS2 using HHPred (a) space filling model (b) ribbon model (c)
ribbon model rotated 180°
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Figure 5. 3D models of TMPRSS2 using RaptorX (a) space filling model (b) ribbon model (c)
ribbon model rotated 180°
Docking Interactions of TMPRSS2 and SARS-CoV-2
To understand how TMPRSS2 interacts with SARS-CoV-2, and which residues may be
critical for their binding interaction, TMPRSS2 and the SARS-CoV-2 spike protein crystal
structure (PDB: 7DK3) were docked using HADDOCK 2.4, and viewed with iCn3D (Figure 3a).
The visualization revealed that there are 21 residues on TMPRSS2 and 18 residues on the spike
protein that are critical for this binding interaction (Figure 3b). Each of these residues interact
through specific interactions, including direct contact, hydrogen bonding, salt bridging, and
π-cation. Given that nonsynonymous SNPs can alter the amino acid present at the specific
location, a polar residue may be replaced with a non-polar residue which could affect the
TMPRSS2’s ability to form salt bridges with SARS-CoV-2. Alternate amino acids could also
disrupt the network of hydrogen bonding and change the overall structure, affecting which
residues come into contact during binding. Therefore, the residues that interact through hydrogen
bonding, salt bridging, and direct contact are most likely to be altered by SNPs.
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All of the residues of TMPRSS2 that are critical for binding to SARS-CoV-2 interact
through direct contact with the spike protein, therefore they could all be affected by SNPs that
result in changes to the structure of TMPRSS2 (Figure 3b). Two residues of TMPRSS2 interact
with the spike protein through salt bridges (E299, K300), and four residues of TMPRSS2 interact
with the spike protein through hydrogen bonding (K340,T341,T393, S463) (Figure 3b). These
six residues of TMPRSS2 that have additional interactions with the spike protein besides direct
contact may be at higher risk of being affected by a SNP.
The visualization of the docking interactions between TMPRSS2 and SARS-CoV-2
confirm that there are critical residues necessary for binding and, if altered by a SNP, may result
in a disrupted binding interaction. These residues provide the specific framework for how
TMPRSS2 and SARS-CoV-2 interact in a way that promotes viral entry into the host cell,
providing insight into how these interactions could be altered to decrease viral entry. They also
provided us with a reference point of which to compare our SNPs of interest, in order to discover
if they alter the structure and subsequent function of one of these critical residues.

Figure 3. (a) Visualization of binding interactions between the SARS-CoV-2 spike protein and
TMPRSS2 through iCn3D. The spike protein is pink, TMPRSS2 is blue, and the interacting
residues between them are in green. (b) There are 21 amino acid residues of TMPRSS2 (blue
dots) and 18 amino acid residues of the spike protein (pink dots) that are important for binding
interactions. Interactions between each critical residue is denoted by a line connecting a spike
protein residue to a TMPRSS2 residue. Lines are color coded based on their interactions. Grey
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lines represent direct contact between residues, cyan lines represent salt bridges, green lines
represent hydrogen bonding, and red lines represent π-cation.
**figure b needs to be constructed into table**
SNPs of Interest: Frequencies
We identified 18 non-synonymous SNPs of interest and their frequencies in global
populations. Rs75603675 and rs12329760 displayed the highest total frequency, with an
alternative allele frequency of 0.30337 and 0.224393, respectively (Table 1). Because these
SNPs are more frequent, they possess potential to alter the binding interactions of TMPRSS2 in a
manner that is more significant to the general population. Interestingly, Asians and Latin
Americans did not present with the alternative allele of rs75603675 at all, while Europeans had
the highest frequency of this SNP and African Americans had the second highest (Table 1). The
differences in allele frequency among different cultural populations may underlie the variation in
disease severity in the case of this SNP.
Each cultural group had similar frequencies of the alternative allele of rs12329760, with
Asians having the highest frequency and Latin American 2 having the lowest frequency (Table
1). The remainder of SNPs of interest had total frequencies of the alternate allele between 0.010.00001, with the majority of the SNPs having frequencies between 0.0001 and 0.001 (Figure 4).
Such frequencies denote that these SNPs are extremely rare in the overall population. Due to
their rarity, it is difficult to conclude that these SNPs alone could be responsible for the variety in
clinical presentations of SARS-CoV-2. The majority of these SNPs did not differ greatly from
each cultural group, further signifying that these SNPs may not be directly responsible for the
differences in severity of SARS-CoV-2 infections among different populations (Table 1).
Another limitation noted is the vast differences in total sample size used to determine the
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frequency of each SNP. The largest sample size contained almost 300,000 individuals
(rs12329760) while the smallest sample size contained less than 18,000 (rs75603675) (Table 1).
The discrepancies in the amount of individuals sampled for each allele are likely skewing the
actual frequencies of each SNP. Moreover, even the highest sample size is largely under
representative of the entire population which makes it difficult to conclude how prevalent these
SNPs truly are. However, less common and even rare SNPs may still play an underlying role in
the variation of disease symptoms when combined with other factors.
-Results from Heat Map will be added hereTable 1. Allele Frequencies of 18 SNPs of interest, including their total frequencies as well as
specific population frequencies. The first allele listed in each group is the reference allele, and
the following allele is the alternative allele from the SNP. “African” includes all Africans,
“Asian” include all Asians except South Asian, “Latin American 1” includes Latin Americans
with Afro-Carribean ancestry, and “Latin American 2” includes Latin American individuals with
mostly European and Native American Ancestry.
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Figure 4. Relative allele frequencies of each SNP. The X-axis displays the frequency of the
SNPs.. The Y-axis displays the total number of SNPs, out of the 18 SNPs of interest, that present
the given frequency.
Figure 5.  Heat map of allele frequencies (still needs to be constructed)

Prediction of Effects of SNPs
To predict the effects that each SNP of interest could potentially have on the stability of
TMPRSS2 and subsequent binding interactions, two prediction softwares, PolyPhen-2 and SIFT,
were utilized (Adzhubei et al.,2012, Sim et al., 2013). 4 SNPs (rs12329760, rs147711290 L91P,
rs150554820, rs138651919) were predicted to be damaging by both softwares. 1 SNP
(rs147711290 L128G) was predicted to be damaging by PolyPhen-2 but was not found in SIFT.
1 SNP (rs142446494) was predicted to be deleterious by SIFT but benign by Poly-Phen2. Each
SNP predicted to be damaging by either software involved an amino acid substitution that
replaced a nonpolar amino acid with a different nonpolar amino acid, so it is unlikely that polar
interactions, such as salt bridging interactions, are what make these SNPs potentially damaging.
Therefore, it is likely that these SNPS are potentially damaging to TMPRSS2 through changing
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its overall structure and topology in ways that do not allow it to form intra-specific binding
interactions that are necessary for stabilizing its structure. 12 SNPs were predicted to be benign
by both softwares and 1 SNP was not found in either software (Table 2).

Table 2. Predictions of effects of SNPs on TMPRSS2 given by SIFT and PolyPhen-2. In SIFT,
scores below 0.05 are marked “Deleterious” and scores above 0.05 are marked “Tolerated”.
Scores of 0-0.5 are marked “Benign”, scores of 0.5-0.9 are marked “Possibly Damaging”, and
scores of 0.9-1.0 are marked “Probably Damaging” in PolyPhen-2.

SNP Modelling and Docking Interactions
-results not yet constructed-
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